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**Global Convergence, Inc.** – Global Convergence, Inc. (GCI) empowers solution providers to bring emerging, innovative and disruptive technologies to market, providing a full, end-to-end array of global IT services. We provide a high-touch, high-value model that helps us establish true partnerships with every customer.

**Gigamon** – Provides intelligent Traffic Visibility solutions for enterprises, data centers and service providers around the globe. Gigamon technology empowers infrastructure architects, managers and operators with unmatched visibility into the traffic traversing both physical and virtual networks without affecting the performance or stability of the production environment.

**Axon by Spirent** – Powerful carrier grade network testing solutions available in a simple, cost effective solution for the enterprise to test, validate and optimize networks to reduce downtime and improve performance.

**Certes Networks** – Certes Networks is a leader in multi-layer security and network encryption solutions enabling organizations to protect data, reduce risk and comply with privacy regulations over any network or connectivity without affecting performance of networks or applications.

**Cyberoam** – Identity-based security solutions. Cyberoam offers the first Next Gen Firewall that embeds user identity into the firewall rule matching criteria for instant visibility and proactive controls over security breaches.

**Digium** – Digium Switchvox Unified Communications solutions offer the best value for your customer’s business phone systems, and Digium VoIP Gateways simplify the process of deploying converged media networks. GCI offers Digium subscriptions in 30 minutes or less.

**Elfiq Networks** – Enhances network performance and business continuity through innovative WAN path selection with link balancing and bandwidth management technologies optimizing the use of multiple concurrent service providers.

**Infosim** – Develops and markets a unified network management platform - StableNet® a software solution to address the operational and technical challenges of managing distributed IT infrastructures.

**KEMP Technologies** – LoadMaster™ Load Balancers provide a best-in-class mix of enterprise class performance, great price points and superior technical support. For high availability, traffic optimization and scalability of mission critical applications KEMP is #1 in price/performance.

**Nexsan** – Nexsan by iMation offers a full suite of Unified, Hybrid, SAN, NAS and Cloud storage solutions. The Nexsan E-Series™ disk arrays deliver industry-
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**Nexsan Continued** – leading storage density, reliability and power management.

**CTDI** – As a leader in the Global Engineering, Repair & Service industry, CTDI provides groundbreaking maintenance and product service solutions to the telecommunications industry.

**Fluke Networks** – Fluke Networks offers innovative solutions for the installation and certification, testing, monitoring, and analysis of copper, fiber and wireless networks used by enterprises and telecommunications carriers.

**Memotec** – Satellite backhaul applications that maximize network performance and enable enterprises to create digitally converged networks for the efficient and secure transport of multiple communications applications transmitted through a private network.

**MRV Communications Americas, Inc.** – MRV’s solutions enable the delivery and provisioning of next-generation optical transport and carrier Ethernet services over any fiber infrastructure.

**ServLink** – Our suite of ServLinkSM professional services provide global IT services to the channel, from planning and design to on-site deployments and everything in between.

**Telefónica** – GCI Solution Providers that specialize in servicing large, multinational accounts can leverage the expertise and assets of Telefónica’s turnkey data center and networking services infrastructure.

**ThreatTrack Security** – Specializes in helping organizations identify and stop Advanced Persistent Security Threats (APTs), targeted attacks and other sophisticated malware designed to evade the traditional cyber-defenses deployed by enterprises and SMBs around the world.

**Watchful Software** – Watchful Software is focused on providing data-centric information protection that works. To ensure constant, vigilant protection of sensitive and confidential information, Watchful offers: **RightsWATCH** allowing only those with express authorization to information in that moment in time can access and use the information regardless of where it is, and **TypeWATCH**, an exciting solution in the realm of eBiometrics.

Please join our conversations on the following social media platforms:

- LinkedIn at Global Convergence, Inc.
- Twitter@Globalconverg
- Facebook@Globalconverg